Invest in a platform, not a point solution.
ActiveIdM helps customers deliver on this investment
Active Identity Management, Inc (ActiveIdM):
Helping our customers drive their business objectives forward while providing
identity and security platform services that protect and serve that mission

WHAT WE OFFER

Proven expertise in the
Microsoft 365, Azure
cloud and hybrid identity,
and M365 security stack.
Decades of experience in
many business verticals
and diverse markets. The
integrity and character of
our consultants speaks
volumes and puts the
customer first, while
driving delivery excellence.

Our consulting and
development services
leverage industry best
practices, provide in-depth
planning, leverage leading
edge architecture and
design, provide
coexistence to ensure
return on investments
(ROI) and provide
collaborative training and
detailed documentation.

Our designs and
implementations for
identity and security
lifecycle management are
brought to life through
unique and interactive
customer involvement. In
recent years, mobility
platforms have extended
data reach; we leverage
Microsoft’s modern
workplace management
tools to protect identities,
data, and assets.

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

Developed and implemented a M365 and
information protection strategy leveraging the
Microsoft platform for Information Lifecycle
Management. This was instrumental in helping
them realize the value of Azure AD as part of their
identity and information protection planning.
- US COMMERCIAL AIRLINE

ActiveIdM’s approach to
client success starts with
an understanding that
every implementation is
as unique as each client.
We begin with a discovery
process where your
objectives and business
requirements are
discussed in-depth.

LEARN MORE
ActiveIdM
activeidm.com
info@activeidm.com

Invest in a platform, not a point solution.
Microsoft Azure is an ever-expanding set of cloud
computing services to help your organization meet its
business challenges. With Azure, your business or
organization has the freedom to build, manage, and
deploy applications on a massive, global network
using your preferred tools and frameworks.

KEY USE CASES

MERGER & ACQUISITION
INTEGRATIONS
ActiveIdM provides hybrid
identity and security
planning and execution
related to mergers and
acquisitions for directory,
enterprise applications,
and email migrations and
consolidations.

UNIFIED IDENTITY
PLATFORM
Enhance security, simplify
access, and set smart
policies across your
different environments
with a single identity
platform trusted by 90% of
enterprises globally.

ANALYTICS 14 TIMES FASTER
THAT COSTS 94% LESS
Turn your data into insights
with breakthrough
performance, security, and
speed. Our enterprise grade
analytics solution outperforms
the competition, costs less,
and is fully compatible with
your existing development, BI,
and data science tools.

90+ COMPLIANCE
OFFERINGS
Proactively safeguard your
data and streamline
compliance with the most
comprehensive
compliance coverage of
any cloud service provider.

WHY AZURE
BE FUTURE-READY
Continuous innovation from Microsoft supports your
development today, and your product visions for tomorrow.
Transform your business and applications with a full set of
cognitive services. Infuse your apps, websites, and bots with
intelligent algorithms to see, hear, speak, understand, and
interpret your user needs through natural methods of
communication.

OPERATE HYBRID SEAMLESSLY
On-premises, in the cloud, and at the edge—we’ll meet you
where you are. Integrate and manage your environments
with tools and services designed for hybrid cloud. Bring
cloud scale and AI-powered security protections to your onpremises virtual machines and IoT devices, all managed
centrally along with security for your cloud resources
through Azure Security Center.

BUILD ON YOUR TERMS
You have choices. With a commitment to open source, and
support for all languages and frameworks, build how you
want, and deploy where you want to. Take advantage of the
full-featured, integrated development environments with
built-in support Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code, the
most popular IDEs trusted by 15M+ developers.

TRUST YOUR CLOUD
Get security from the ground up, backed by a team of
experts, and proactive compliance trusted by enterprises,
governments, and startups. Your data, powering your
experiences, controlled by you. Our core privacy principle is
you own your data; we will never use it for marketing or
advertising purposes.

Learn more: www.microsoftazure.com

